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GCSE (9-1) Art and Design 2016 
New Specification

The following sequence shows the 2020 standard live work samples in merit 
order for each component; 15 samples for Component 1 (Personal Portfolio) 
and 15 samples for Component 2 (ESA title ‘Reflection’). Each sample shows a 
selection of images that exemplifies the salient characteristics of the 
standard mark.
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Pearson - GCSE Art and Design 2016 - Assessment Taxonomy

How to use the Taxonomy in conjunction with Assessment Grid
The first stage is to decide in which performance level the candidate’s work should be placed. When assessing work for each component, teachers should make a 
holistic judgement using the descriptors in the taxonomy, to establish which performance level matches most closely the candidate’s work. The candidate should 
be placed in the performance level that best exemplifies the characteristics of their work. Candidate’s work that falls between two performance levels must achieve 
all the keyword descriptors in the lower level and some in the level above. Where this happens, teachers must use their professional judgement to decide which 
performance level is most appropriate using a ‘best-fit’ approach.

After a performance level has been established, the next stage is to use the assessment grid to decide a mark within the performance level. Read the ‘Instructions for use’ which accompanies the 
assessment grid prior to establishing a mark for each assessment objective and total mark.







AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 15 15 15 14 59

Level 5 5 5 5

Fully
confident 

and assured 
ability

Fully
confident 

and assured 
ability

Fully
confident and 

assured 
ability

Mostly
confident and 
assured ability

Examiner comments:
• The development of ideas is

convincing and focused throughout
and reflects a strong connection to
contextual sources.

• Ideas are refined and reflected upon,
through experimentation and
exploration, whilst embracing a range
of techniques.

• There is a confident and assured
ability to record observations and
insights through drawing, painting
and stencil work.

• Annotation is perceptive, supporting
the overall development of ideas.

• The candidate has realised their
intentions through an engaging and
refined response.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Advanced Perceptive
Convincing Refined
Comprehensive Resolved
Focused

Component 1 Fine Art
Standard Mark - 59



Standard Mark - 59



Standard Mark - 59



Standard Mark - 59



Standard Mark - 59



Standard Mark - 59



Standard Mark - 59



Standard Mark - 59



Standard Mark - 59



Standard Mark - 59



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 14 15 15 13 57

Level 5 5 5 5

Mostly
confident 

and assured 
ability

Fully 
confident 

and assured 
ability

Fully
confident and 

assured 
ability

Just confident 
and assured 

ability

Examiner comments:
• The development of ideas is

convincing and shows a confident and
assured ability to make personal
responses through relevant
investigations.

• Critical understanding of sources and
context is focused and informs
appropriate experimentation with
photographic techniques.

• The candidate demonstrates a
confident ability to record lens-based
observations appropriate to their own
development of ideas.

• Annotation is focused and engaged
throughout.

• Meaningful responses are created by
the candidate, reflecting their
confident use of photo editing.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Convincing Refined
Comprehensive Resolved
Focused Perceptive

Component 1 Photography
Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 14 14 15 14 57

Level 5 5 5 5

Mostly
confident 

and assured 
ability

Mostly 
confident 

and assured 
ability

Fully
confident and 

assured 
ability

Mostly 
confident and 
assured ability

Examiner comments:
• The candidate has produced a

convincing and comprehensive
body of work that reflects genuine
enquiry.

• Relevant techniques are
developed, including digital
practices that inform and refine
their visual investigations and
experiments.

• Annotation is relevant and reflects
a confident and assured critical
understanding of sources.

• Refinement of techniques and
ideas are convincing and
comprehensive.

• The candidate is able to produce
resolved outcomes that
demonstrate a confident and
assured  understanding of visual
language.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Advanced Focused
Convincing Refined
Comprehensive Resolved

Component 1 Fine Art
Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



Standard Mark - 57



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 13 13 12 13 51

Level 5 5 4 5

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Fully 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The candidate develops ideas 

creating a comprehensive 
body of work.

• Observations are recorded 
with skill, supported with 
purposeful annotation.

•

•

The candidate is engaged in 
the process of refining ideas 
through experimenting across 
a range of mediums and 
techniques.
Refined responses are 
presented through informed 
and confident development of 
ideas.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Informed
Purposeful
Secure
Engaged

Skilful 
Thoughtful 
Cohesive
Refined
Comprehensive

Component 1 Fine Art
Standard Mark - 51



Standard Mark - 51



Standard Mark - 51



Standard Mark - 51



Standard Mark - 51



Standard Mark - 51



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 12 12 12 12 48

Level 4 4 4 4

Fully 
competent 

and 
consistent 

ability

Fully 
competent 

and 
consistent 

ability

Fully 
competent 

and 
consistent 

ability

Fully 
competent 

and 
consistent 

ability

Examiner comments:
• Knowledge, understanding and

skills are cohesive throughout,
particularly within their painting.

• There is evidence of competent
and consistent ability to select
and experiment with a diverse
range of materials and
techniques.

•

•

Annotation gives insights into
the candidate’s developing ideas.
The candidate thoughtfully
refines their ideas through
exploration of media and review
of processes.

• Realisations are informed and
thoughtful and reflect the
rigour of the skilful process led
experimentation.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Informed Skilful
Purposeful Thoughtful
Secure Cohesive
Engaged

Component 1 Fine Art
Standard Mark - 48



Standard Mark - 48



Standard Mark - 48



Standard Mark - 48



Standard Mark - 48



Standard Mark - 48



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 12 11 12 11 46

Level 4 4 4 4

Fully 
competent 

and 
consistent 

ability

Mostly 
competent 

and 
consistent 

ability

Fully 
competent 

and 
consistent 

ability

Mostly 
competent 

and 
consistent 

ability

Examiner comments:
• The development of ideas is secure

and thoughtful throughout and
reflects a consistent understanding
of contextual sources.

• Ideas are reflected upon, through
experimentation and exploration,
whilst embracing a range of
materials and techniques.

• There is a competent and consistent
ability to record observations and
insights through painting, printing
and collage.

• Annotation is relevant, supporting
the overall development of ideas.

• The candidate has realised their
intentions through an engaging and
purposeful response.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Informed Engaged
Purposeful Skilful
Secure Thoughtful

Component 1 Fine Art
Standard Mark - 46



Standard Mark - 46



Standard Mark - 46



Standard Mark - 46



Standard Mark - 46



Standard Mark - 46



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 10 11 10 10 41

Level 4 4 4 4

Just 
competent 

and assisted 
ability

Mostly 
competent 

and assisted 
ability

Just 
competent 

and assisted 
ability

Just 
competent 

and assisted 
ability

Examiner comments:
• There is evidence of thoughtful

development of ideas that
demonstrate a competent
understanding of sources.

• Refinement of ideas is reflected
within the consistent approach to
experimenting with photo editing
techniques and processes.

• Annotation is relevant and shows
some reflection by the candidate
within contact sheets.

• Ideas are recorded with a secure
understanding of the formal
elements, underpinned by sound
photographic practice.

• The candidate presents meaningful
responses that secure in terms of
technique and narrative content.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Secure
Thoughtful

Component 1 Photography
Standard Mark - 41



Standard Mark - 41



Standard Mark - 41



Standard Mark - 41



Standard Mark - 41



Standard Mark - 41



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 10 11 9 10 40

Level 4 4 3 4

Just 
competent 

and 
consistent 

ability

Mostly 
competent 

and 
consistent 

ability

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Just 
competent 

and 
consistent 

ability

Examiner comments:
• The development of ideas reflects a 

growing understanding of 
contextual sources.

• Ideas are refined through the 
exploration of a range of 
experimental photographic 
techniques.

• There is a emerging competent 
ability to record observations and 
insights through analogue and 
digital photography, as well as 
software manipulations.

• Annotation is relevant, supporting 
the overall development of ideas.

• The candidate has realised their 
intentions through a purposeful 
response.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Purposeful

Component 1 Photography
Standard Mark - 40



Standard Mark - 40



Standard Mark - 40



Standard Mark - 40



Standard Mark - 40



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 9 9 9 9 36

Level 3 3 3 3

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The candidate’s knowledge,

understanding and skills are
generally safe.

• The development process is
predictable, as shown in the
repetition of ideas through
stencilling.

•

•

The recording of ideas reflects a 
growing control of the formal 
elements, supported by 
predictable annotation that 
includes some reflection.
The final realisations 
demonstrate a fully emerging 
competent approach and the 
candidate has endeavoured to 
realise their visual intentions.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Reflective Broadening
Predictable Endeavour
Growing control Safe

Component 1 Fine Art
Standard Mark – 36



Standard Mark – 36



Standard Mark – 36



Standard Mark – 36



Standard Mark – 36



Standard Mark – 36



Standard Mark – 36



Standard Mark – 36



Standard Mark – 36



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 9 9 9 8 35

Level 3 3 3 3

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Mostly 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The candidate uses techniques that

show a growing control, reflecting
an emerging competent ability.

• Experimenting with techniques,
that include stitching into the
photographs, reflect a broadening
approach.

• The development of ideas, however,
remain safe and repetitive.

• Annotation is relevant and
appropriate,  documenting their
editing processes.

• The final realisation demonstrates a
mostly competent ability with 
safe techniques deployed.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Reflective Endeavour
Growing control Safe
Broadening

Component 1 Photography
Standard Mark - 35



Standard Mark - 35



Standard Mark - 35



Standard Mark - 35



Standard Mark - 35



Standard Mark - 35



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 8 8 7 7 30

Level 3 3 3 3

Mostly 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Mostly  
emerging 

competent 
ability

Just emerging 
competent 

ability

Just emerging 
competent 

ability

Examiner comments:
•

•

The development of ideas is
adequate and safe throughout and
reflects a growing understanding of
contextual sources.
Ideas are refined through the
exploration of a range of
experimental photographic and
collaging techniques.

• There is an emerging competent
ability to record observations and
insights through analogue and
digital photography.

• Annotation is informative at times,
supporting the overall development
of ideas.

• The candidate has realised their
intentions through a broadening
personal response.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy: 
Reflective
Growing control
Broadening

Component 1 Photography
Standard Mark – 30



Standard Mark – 30



Standard Mark – 30



Standard Mark – 30



Standard Mark – 30



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 6 7 6 8 27

Level 2 3 2 3

Fully basic 
ability

Just 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Fully basic 
ability

Mostly 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The development of ideas is

methodical throughout and reflects a
general understanding of contextual
sources.

• Ideas are refined through
experimentation and exploration
embracing a range of materials and
techniques.

• There is a basic ability to record
observations and insights through
drawing, painting and mixed media.

• Annotation supports the overall
development of ideas.

• The candidate has realised their
intentions through a safe personal
response.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Deliberate Simplistic
Methodical Tentative
Superficial Safe
Unrefined

Component 1 Fine Art
Standard Mark – 27



Standard Mark – 27



Standard Mark – 27



Standard Mark – 27



Standard Mark – 27



Standard Mark – 27



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 7 7 5 6 25

Level 3 3 2 2

Just 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Just 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Mostly basic
ability

Fully basic 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The development of ideas is

methodical throughout and reflects a
general understanding of contextual
sources.

• Ideas are refined through the
exploration of a range of
experimental photographic and
collaging techniques.

• There is a basic ability to record
observations and insights through
analogue and digital photography.

• Annotation supports the overall
development of ideas.

• The candidate has realised their
intentions through a predictable
personal response.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Deliberate
Methodical
Superficial

Simplistic 
Tentative 
Predictable

Unrefined

Component 1 Photography
Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 6 6 6 7 25

Level 2 2 2 3

Fully basic 
ability

Fully basic 
ability

Fully basic 
ability

Just emerging 
competent 

ability

Examiner comments:
•

•

The development of ideas is
methodical throughout and reflects a
general understanding of contextual
sources.
Ideas are developed through
experimentation and exploration
embracing a range of materials and
techniques.

• There is a basic ability to record
observations and insights through
drawing, painting and mixed media.

• Annotation supports the overall
development of ideas.

• The candidate has realised their
intentions through a predictable
personal response.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Deliberate
Methodical
Superficial

Simplistic 
Tentative 
Predictable

Unrefined

Component 1 Fine Art
Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 4 4 3 4 15

Level 2 2 1 2

Just basic 
ability

Just basic 
ability

Fully limited 
ability

Just basic 
ability

Examiner comments:
•

•

The candidate develops their ideas in 
a deliberate way, underpinned by 
elementary drawings.
Ideas are communicated with a 
superficial application of the formal 
elements of art and design. 
Annotation does not inform the 
development of ideas.

• The candidate explores, with minimal 
understanding , the characteristics of 
some textile techniques.

• The candidate realises their design 
intentions but lacks the technical 
competency to move beyond a 
simple and unrefined response.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy: 
Clumsy
Unrefined
Superficial
Elementary

Component 1 Textiles
Standard Mark – 15



Standard Mark – 15



Standard Mark – 15



Standard Mark – 15



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 15 16 15 16 62

Level 5 6 5 6

Fully 
confident

and assured 
ability

Just 
exceptional 

ability

Fully 
confident and 
assured ability

Just 
exceptional 

ability

Examiner comments:
• There is an insightful understanding 

of photographic processes and an 
exceptional ability to refine work 
through experimentation and 
review.

• Development is comprehensive and
perceptive links are made to sources.

• There is a confident and assured
ability to record ideas, observations,
and insights through the formal
elements.

• Annotation is perceptive showing an
understanding of art terminology.

• The candidate’s personal response is
fully resolved, insightful and shows a
willingness to take risks.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Advanced Refined
Convincing Resolved
Comprehensive Risk taking
Focused Insightful
Perceptive

Component 2 Photography
Standard Mark – 62



Standard Mark – 62



Standard Mark – 62



Standard Mark – 62



Standard Mark – 62



Standard Mark – 62



Standard Mark – 62



Standard Mark – 62



Standard Mark – 62



Standard Mark – 62



Standard Mark – 62



Standard Mark – 62



Standard Mark – 62



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 15 15 15 16 61

Level 5 5 5 6

Fully 
confident

and assured 
ability

Fully 
confident

and assured 
ability

Fully 
confident

and assured 
ability

Just 
exceptional 

ability

Examiner comments:
• The candidate has produced an 

accomplished personal response to 
the theme showing an advanced 
control of the formal elements.

• Development is focused and the
candidate refines their idea in depth
through pencil and paint.

• The investigation process shows
confident and assured critical
understanding of their own ideas and
the sources that have informed them.

• Annotation is reflective showing an
understanding of art terminology.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Advanced Refined
Convincing Resolved
Comprehensive Risk taking
Focused Accomplished
Perceptive

Component 2 Fine Art
Standard Mark – 61



Standard Mark – 61



Standard Mark – 61



Standard Mark – 61



Standard Mark – 61



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 14 14 15 14 57

Level 5 5 5 5

Mostly 
confident

and assured 
ability

Mostly 
confident

and assured 
ability

Fully 
confident

and assured 
ability

Mostly 
confident and 

assured 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The candidate develops their idea in a

comprehensive manner showing a
confident and assured critical
understanding of sources.

• There is convincing evidence of
experimentation through painting
techniques and processes.

• Control of the formal elements is
advanced and the candidate makes
good use of primary source
photography within their work.

• Annotation is meaningful and helps
the candidate to reflect on the
progress that they have made.

• The candidate presents a personal
response that is fully resolved and
shows an advanced skill level.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Advanced Refined
Convincing Resolved
Comprehensive Focused

Component 2 Fine Art
Standard Mark – 57



Standard Mark – 57



Standard Mark – 57



Standard Mark – 57



Standard Mark – 57



Standard Mark – 57



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 14 13 12 13 52

Level 5 5 4 5

Mostly 
confident

and assured 
ability

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Fully 
competent and 

consistent 
ability

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Examiner comments:
• Development of ideas through 

investigation is comprehensive with 
evidence of a confident and assured 
critical understanding of sources.

• There is evidence of 
experimentation and refinement 
through a range of photographic 
techniques and processes. 

• Control of the formal elements is
skilful, and the candidate conducts a
number of photoshoots selecting
their best images to take forward.

• Annotation is thoughtful, and the
candidate uses a range of art
terminology to review their own work.

• The final realisation demonstrates a
confident and assured understanding
of visual language.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy: 
Comprehensive
Focused

Component 2 Photography
Standard Mark – 52



Standard Mark – 52



Standard Mark – 52



Standard Mark – 52



Standard Mark – 52



Standard Mark – 52



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 13 13 13 13 52

Level 5 5 5 5

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The development of ideas through 

investigation is convincing with 
evidence of just confident and 
assured critical understanding of 
sources.

• The candidate experiments with 
painting techniques whilst developing 
their composition within their 
sketchbook.

• Control of the formal elements is 
consistent throughout the submission 
and the candidate works from primary 
source when recording.

• Annotation is perceptive and the 
candidate uses a range of art 
terminology to review their own work.

• The final realisation demonstrates a 
confident and assured understanding 
of visual language.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy: 
Convincing
Perceptive

Component 2 Fine Art
Standard Mark – 52



Standard Mark – 52



Standard Mark – 52



Standard Mark – 52



Standard Mark – 52



Standard Mark – 52



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 13 13 12 13 51

Level 5 5 4 5

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Fully 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The development of ideas through 

investigation is comprehensive and 
the candidate explores their theme in 
depth.

• The candidate experiments with both
pen and pencil whilst refining their
work throughout their sketchbook.

• The candidate demonstrates skilful
control of the formal elements within
the submission of work.

• Annotation is used by the candidate
to reflect on their own ideas and
share their thoughts.

• The candidate produces a coherent
personal response with a confident
and assured understanding of visual
language.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Informed
Purposeful
Secure
Engaged

Skilful 
Thoughtful 
Cohesive 
Convincing
Comprehensive

Component 2 Fine Art
Standard Mark – 51



Standard Mark – 51



Standard Mark – 51



Standard Mark – 51



Standard Mark – 51



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 12 12 12 13 49

Level 4 4 4 5

Fully 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Fully 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Fully 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Just 
confident

and assured 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The submission of work is very 

focused as the candidate develops 
their ideas through a range of 
photographic processes and 
techniques.

• The candidate refines and
manipulates their images through
digital editing and stitching by hand.

• Control of the formal elements is
skilful and the candidate conducts a
number of photoshoots to visually
record their ideas.

• Annotation is thoughtful throughout
the submission of work.

• The candidate produces a personal
response that is cohesive with the
body of work produced on the theme.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Informed Skilful
Purposeful Thoughtful
Secure Cohesive
Engaged Focused

Component 2 Photography
Standard Mark – 49



Standard Mark – 49



Standard Mark – 49



Standard Mark – 49



Standard Mark – 49



Standard Mark – 49



Standard Mark – 49



Standard Mark – 49



Standard Mark – 49



Standard Mark – 49



Standard Mark – 49



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 11 11 11 11 44

Level 4 4 4 4

Mostly 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Mostly 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Mostly 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Mostly 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Examiner comments:
• The candidate’s knowledge,

understanding and skills are secure
and informed throughout.

• The candidate’s development process
is cohesive, with a competent critical
understanding of the context of ideas
and sources that have informed
them.

• There is evidence of a competent and
consistent ability to explore ideas
through a process of experimentation
and review.

• The recording of ideas, observations
and insights are relevant to intentions
and are skilful throughout the
submission.

• Annotation shows a competent
understanding of sources, related to
personal work and the work of
others.

• The final realisation demonstrates a
competent and consistent ability to
produce a personal and meaningful
response.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Informed
Secure
Skilful
Cohesive

Component 2 Fine Art
Standard Mark – 44



Standard Mark – 44



Standard Mark – 44



Standard Mark – 44



Standard Mark – 44



Standard Mark – 44



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 10 10 10 9 39

Level 4 4 4 3

Just 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Just 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Just 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The candidate’s knowledge,

understanding and skills are generally
safe, but demonstrate growing control.

• The candidate is engaged in the
formulation and development of ideas.

• Investigations show a competent and
consistent ability in the critical
understanding of their own ideas, and
the sources that have informed them.

• Experimentation shows endeavour, and
is broadening in the ability to select and
use media.

• The recording of ideas demonstrates
growing control of visual language
through dry point etching, drawing and
painting, informed by the candidate’s
own photography.

• Annotation shows an emerging
competent understanding of sources,
related to personal work and the work of
others.

• The final realisation demonstrates a
competent ability to produce a personal
and meaningful response through the
application of formal elements.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Reflective Endeavour
Predictable Safe
Growing control Engaged
Broadening

Component 2 Fine Art
Standard Mark – 39



Standard Mark – 39



Standard Mark – 39



Standard Mark – 39



Standard Mark – 39



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 9 9 10 10 38

Level 3 3 4 4

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Just 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Just 
competent

and 
consistent 

ability

Examiner comments:
• The candidate’s knowledge,

understanding and skills are generally
adequate but safe.

• The development process is predictable
in the formulation of ideas.

• Investigations show emerging
competence in critical understanding of
their own ideas and the sources that
have informed them.

• Experimentation shows endeavour, and
is broadening in the ability to select and
use media.

• The recording of ideas, observations and
insights are relevant to intentions and
are skilful throughout the submission.

• Annotation is reflective and
demonstrates a competent
understanding of sources, related to
personal work and the work of others.

• The candidate’s personal response
shows a competent and consistent
understanding of visual language
through application of the formal
elements.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Reflective Endeavour
Predictable Safe
Growing control Skilful
Broadening

Component 2 Fine Art
Standard Mark – 38



Standard Mark – 38



Standard Mark – 38



Standard Mark – 38



Standard Mark – 38



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 9 8 9 8 34

Level 3 3 3 3

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Mostly 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Fully 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Mostly 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The candidate’s knowledge,

understanding and skills are generally
adequate but safe.

• The development process is reflective,
but predictable in the formulation of
ideas.

• Investigations show emerging
competence in the critical understanding
of their own ideas, and the sources that
have informed them.

• Experimentation shows endeavour in
their ability to select and use media,
materials, photographic techniques and
processes.

• The recording of ideas demonstrates
growing control of visual language
through the manipulation of digital
media.

• Annotation shows an emerging
competent understanding of sources,
related to personal work and the work of
others.

• The final realisation demonstrates a
competent ability to produce a personal
and meaningful response through the
application of formal elements.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Reflective Safe
Predictable Endeavour
Growing control

Component 2 Photography
Standard Mark – 34



Standard Mark – 34



Standard Mark – 34



Standard Mark – 34



Standard Mark – 34



Standard Mark – 34



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 7 7 7 8 29

Level 3 3 3 3

Just 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Just 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Just 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Mostly 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Examiner comments:
•

•

•

The candidate’s knowledge, 
understanding and skills are generally 
adequate.
The development process is reflective 
in the formulation of ideas.
The candidate shows a safe ability to 
explore ideas through a process of 
experimentation and review.

• The recording of ideas demonstrates
growing control of visual language
through drawing and painting,
informed by the candidate’s own
photography.

• Annotation is reflective and relevant
to intentions.

• The final realisation demonstrates an
emerging competent ability to
produce a personal and meaningful
response through the application of
the formal elements.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Reflective 
Growing control 

Component 2 Fine Art
Standard Mark – 29



Standard Mark – 29



Standard Mark – 29



Standard Mark – 29



Standard Mark – 29



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 6 7 6 8 27

Level 2 3 2 3

Fully basic 
ability

Just 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Fully basic 
ability

Mostly 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The development process shows

some basic critical understanding of
their own ideas and the sources that
have informed them.

• Experimentation is straightforward
with some evidence of refinement.

• The recording of ideas shows growing
control through drawing, informed by
their own photography.

• Annotation shows a basic ability to
record their own ideas, observations
and insights.

• The final realisation demonstrates an
emerging competent understanding 
of visual language through the 
application of the formal elements.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Deliberate Simplistic
Methodical Tentative
Superficial Growing control
Unrefined

Component 2 Fine Art
Standard Mark – 27



Standard Mark – 27



Standard Mark – 27



Standard Mark – 27



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 6 6 6 7 25

Level 2 2 2 3

Fully basic 
ability

Fully basic 
ability

Fully basic 
ability

Just 
emerging 

competent 
ability

Examiner comments:
• The candidate’s knowledge,

understanding and skills are simplistic
and deliberate.

• The development process shows
growing control, but is predictable in
the formulation of ideas.

• Investigations demonstrate a basic
critical understanding of their own
ideas and the sources that have
informed them.

• Experimentation is tentative and
methodical in the use of media and
processes, appropriate to intentions.

• The recording of ideas through the
manipulation of photographic
processes is superficial and unrefined.

• Annotation shows a basic
understanding of sources, related to
personal work and the work of others.

• The final realisations demonstrate an
emerging competent ability to produce
a personal and meaningful response
through the application of the formal
elements.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Deliberate Simplistic
Methodical Tentative
Superficial Growing control
Unrefined

Component 2 Photography
Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



Standard Mark – 25



AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 6 6 6 5 23

Level 2 2 2 2

Fully basic 
ability

Fully basic 
ability

Fully basic 
ability

Mostly basic 
ability

Examiner comments:
•

•

•

The candidate’s knowledge, 
understanding and skills are simplistic 
and deliberate.
The development process is 
superficial in the formulation of ideas. 
Investigations demonstrate a basic 
critical understanding of their own 
ideas and the sources that have 
informed them.

• Experimentation is methodical in the
use of media and processes,
appropriate to intentions.

• The recording of ideas through the
manipulation of photographic
processes is superficial and unrefined.

• Annotation shows a basic
understanding of sources, related to
personal work and the work of others.

• The final realisations demonstrate a
basic understanding of visual language
through the application of the formal
elements.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Deliberate Simplistic
Methodical
Superficial
Unrefined

Component 2 Photography
Standard Mark – 23



Standard Mark – 23



Standard Mark – 23



Standard Mark – 23



Standard Mark – 23



Standard Mark – 23
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